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About This Game

The core feature of ViSP is the unrestricted building mechanic. By dragging blocks out of one another, you can freely create
complex, intertwined structures filling the whole room!
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Your goal is to connect your space port to all the monuments floating around you in space, to gather their energy and find other
cores scattered in the galaxy.

In order to do that, you need to manage your resources, form patterns out of blocks to create special modules and build
defensive structures to protect your station against enemies.

ViSP is a fresh approach for a VR building game, with all game mechanics tailored towards a unique roomscale VR experience.
The game is simple and intuitive at its core, but gets increasingly complex the further the player advances and offers a large

creative freedom.
Lose yourself in the calm and fascinating atmosphere and let your creativity flow while constructing an aesthetic and complex

spaceport spanning the whole room!
On the other hand, you need to react quickly and build up your station strategically to defend it against incoming threats, while

always keeping an eye on your resource counter!
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ViSP is developed by Visper Games, a team of two Game Design students from Berlin. It started off about two years ago, as a
small game jam project at university. The development was an exciting ride for us since and now we‘re glad to finally release

our first commercial game!

We‘re happy to receive any kind of feedback, so feel free to contact us! We’ll do our best to respond to your messages quickly
and to fix any problems that may occur. :)
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Title: ViSP - Virtual Space Port
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
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Visper Games
Publisher:
Visper Games
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019
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Very cool, a lot of nay sayers are wining about the game. It's not a friggen game, it's a demo of how the game could possibly be.
It looks awesome and shows you the potential of what "could be". I really would be excited to see this game fully dev'd for VR.
It'll make ya a little sicky if you move around too much with the controller, but you can stabilize it for the most part, its smooth.
A really cool window into the world, brings it too life! It's free, have fun.. Izzy is a cuck. This review is for v1.3 which I have
played for over 50 hrs now. I liked the concept alot and was very interested in the random gen of characters in a sci-fi world.
The results however, are awkward and flawed gameplay that causes difficulty in completing missions or achieving goals. I
started my char at age 18 and hope than when I replay at 25 I will get better results, but in the game I played most of the
businesses in most of the cities has nobody working in them EVER. Since my chosen lifetime goal was to visit every city in the
solar system, this became impossible when nobody ever showed up for work at either of the Outer Alliance Embassies I found. I
even tracked them down in the bars, the people who had the embassy jobs and befriended them and even became intimate with
one so I could try to use the MEET ME btn that lights up when your close enough to someone. So, I went to the embassy he
worked at and told him to meet me and his button greyed out and said that he got my request and he never showed up and his
button stayed stuck in greyed out inactive mode no matter how many time I chatted with him afterwards. I have had similiar
problems getting and selling things since usually there is no one working at those businesses either. I have revisited the cities
with the embassies for 50 hrs now with no one EVER being there. This make my chosen goal impossible. So, I proceeded to do
mining and other things, buying new ships and trading ore and amassing a ton of money, doing a ton of favour missions for
people. I have also had a problem with any passenger missions since I cant seem to get anyone to follow me and get on the ship
in order to transport them anywhere. So, my feedback is that random generation without enough EXCEPTIONS or controls to
set a functional enviroment that enables easy play, IS A BAD IDEA. Having nobody working in places that a player needs to
access to achieve goals because the game randomly gave those jobs to characters who like to drink all day and dont want to
work... THIS IS BAD. These glitches that make the game very clunky and awkward to play could be fixed and I hope they will
be.. but I see the developer is off to make a new game so I guess we are stuck with this flawed game that is not really worth
buying, unless you like frustration.

Added after further play:
More problems... You cant get anyone to follow you on passenger missions, if you get killed and eject to a planet, then try to
talk to anyone anywhere you get a error\/crash and cant play the game anymore. If you kill the pirate that is attacking you, and
anyone finds out about the incident, you get a huge Morality penalty and everyone on that planet soon thinks your a scoundrel
for defending yourself, If you befriend the wrong person you get a huge morality penalty and everyone thinks your a scoundrel
simply for knowing the wrong person, the autosave overwrites any saves the player has made and you cant get back to previous
saves so you get stuck with a horrible event and cant go back to a previous time. All of these problems combined make
gameplay very frustrating.. TOUHOU ON STEAM!
What's the best that could happen?. ENG:

If you like playing around, like adventure, excitement and challenge you, and you're a nerd and you like coding, you like to try
out the hacks, by far the best hacker simulation, where you can legally hack! Testimonial!

Also includes a mod editor!

FIN:

Jos pid\u00e4t leikkimisest\u00e4, pid\u00e4t seikkailusta, pid\u00e4t j\u00e4nnityksest\u00e4 ja haasteesta sek\u00e4 olet
n\u00f6rtti sek\u00e4 pid\u00e4t koodaamisesta, tykk\u00e4\u00e4t kokeilla my\u00f6s hakkerointia, ehdottomasti paras
hakkeri simulaatio, jossa voi laillisesti hakkeroida! Suositteluni!

Sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4 my\u00f6s modi editorin!. Short Version: This game, althrough better that it's successor, is way too
short and uncreative for a $13 dollar entry price.
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Length: This game too me around an hour to complete, but that was extended 20 minutes because  I didn't see a puzzle piece on
the roof in the second room and since I had an issue with  the brain in the third room not allowing the key to come out of the
dummies body. Also, I spent 10 minutes shooting the gun and buildiung the robot in the spawn room. So what essentially is a
40-50 minute game should not cost 13 dollars for puzzles that do not offer anything new or too interesting.

Puzzles: Some of the puzzles were cool. None of them took much thinking which, for me, is what makes escape room games
fun. While the puzzles were fairly simple, they were sometimes fun to solve. I will not go into depth just in case of people not
wanting to know what puzzles they should be looking out for in the game.

Why do I not recomend this: I know I liked some of the puzzles, but none of them were unbelieveably cool. If the game was a
little longer, the puzzles were a little bit more though provoking, or the game a little bit cheaper I would have recomended it, but
that is not the case.
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High speed rail at its finest.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Epic

Psyonix - Dumm und Geldgeil

Thats what we gave you a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Steam Award for??? Bit*h please. Shocked this game isn't more
popular. Fantastic experience so far. Story is reasonably engaging, production value equals a typical console title, and the
gunplay and core mechanics are fantastic. I've only played solo so far and it's already a blast. Can't wait to try it with friends..
the most fun I ever had with Shakespear (^_^)

It's an all around funny game with some real gems and priceless moments.. I love this game. Pay to win dlc, also barely makes
difference.. Bar non the most endearing game I have ever played.

Punch Planet Penkura The Garden Pub Alien Grenadier: The Lost Colony Clea Empyrean New, improved stats:
Thanks to feedback from our customers, Choice of Games author Kyle Marquis (Silverworld, Tower Behind the Moon) has
recently updated Empyrean to include a streamlined, more comprehensive stats system—players can now specialize in skills that
were previously opposed, bringing new dimensions to the game and the Actorius universe.
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